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ABSTRACT
Cognitive Radio (CR) emerged as one of the keys which can help in addressing the
issue of spectrum scarcityin the radio spectrum. Licensed white space channels can be
used speculatively by unlicensed users provided that the channels are surrendered when
needed by the primary users. In order to maximize their efficiency, the channels are
assigned to the unlicensed users in a very efficient manner. The protocols to enable
such an assignment should simultaneously aim for fairness, higher packet delivery, low
overhead and rate of channel reconfigurations. Since Cognitive
Co
radio proactively
assigns the same channel to the neighboring APs.The
The primary objective is to compute
aOpportunistic Channel Assignment (called Share) for BSs that maximizes the
throughput of the end users while maintaining fairness among them.Hence
them.Henc a proposed
new channel assignment algorithm performs as a better controlled channel sharing
among neighboring APs in terms of increasing not only the fairness during transmission
but also the total throughput of the Aps by more than 30%.

INTRODUCTION
In recent time, due to the drastic improvement in the technology the management of the electromagnetic
spectrum plays a vital importance for the Wireless Communication Systems
ystems (WCS). Cognitive Radio (CR)
paves a way for the opportunistic access of the spectrum. It also aims to improve utilization of spectrum in
which theprimary (licensed) and the secondary (un-licensed)
(un
user goes hand to hand.. The main user of the
channel is referred as the Primary User (PU) and all other users in the networks are termed as Secondary Users
(SUs). SUs are allowed to dynamically
cally access the spectrum whennot in use by the primary users. SUs leave
even the occupied
upied spectrum when PUs is in need of the spectrum. SUs then access some other vacant spectrum
that is not utilized by the PU. In this manner,
manner it allocates the spectrum for both PUs and SUs to communicate
simultaneously. Moreover, the CR has many smart features like quickly sensing thepresence of PUs and
utilizing unused bands efficiently.
A fixed spectrum assignment policy results in underutilization of the available spectrum (Tarun Bansal,
Dong Li, and PrasunSinha, 2014). Recent technologies and demand for high data rates services require efficient
utilization of underutilized spectrum. The Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols of other technologies like
Bluetooth cannot be implemented in Cognitive Radio networks as they do not possess a primary and secondary
user mechanism. Cognitive Radio technology introduces new challenging issuess which are
a not present for a
conventional wireless networks, specifically the changing availability over time of channels in CR networks.
One of the most important design issues of the MAC layer in CR is how secondary users decide the channel
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usage and at which time in order to enable secondary user communication while avoiding; sensing information
provided by the physical layer.
Cognitive radio technology has gained increased attention that allows unlicensed radios to operate in the
under used portions of the UHF band. Such channels, however, need to be abandoned when primary (or
incumbent) users begin using them. Solutions that opportunistically use such channels can help in alleviating the
congestion in the ISM bands. If used judiciously, these can revolutionize high speed wireless data services using
both infrastructure (access point (AP) based) and peer-to-peer architectures.
A. Concept Of Cognitive Radio:
The term Cognitive Radio (CR) was first defined by Joseph Mitola III. According to Mitola, CR technology
is the “intersection of personal wireless technology and computational intelligence,” (Chang, R.Y., et al., 2009)
where CR is defined as “a really smart radio that would be self-aware, RF-aware, user-aware, and that would
include language technology and machine vision along with a lot of high-fidelity knowledge of the radio
environment” (Fu, W., et al., 2010). Cognitive radio clearly goes hand in hand with (Software Defined Radio)
SDR. The majority of cognitive radios will probably be SDR but neither having software nor being field
programmable is the requirements of cognitive radio. This includes four main functions namely,
Spectrum Sensing
Spectrum Management
Spectrum Mobility
Spectrum Sharing
The components of infrastructure-based (or) centralized CR network architecture can be classified in two
groups as primary and CR network.
The licensed network is referred to as the legacy network that has right to a certain spectrum band.
Examples of which include the common cellular and TV broadcast networks. In contrast, CR network does not
have a license to act in the desired band. Hence, the spectrum access is allowed in aresourceful manner.
Spectrum Sharing:
“Spectrum sharing is the mechanism of simultaneous usage of a specific radio frequency band in a specific
geographical area by a number of independent entities, leveraged through mechanisms other than traditional
multiple and random-access techniques” (Chang, R.Y., et al., 2009). Given that multiple users, or ultimately
multiple entities, need to access the radio spectrum for a variety of purposes, mechanisms should exist to allow
the sharing of this resource, facilitating maximum utilization of every frequency bank. A number of spectrum
sharing scenarios can be envisaged, whereby the physical dimensions upon which spectrum sharing can be
realized include time, frequency and space.A different way of looking at spectrum sharing classifications is from
the spectrum access rights point of view.
A. Spectrum Sharing Aspects And Techniques:
The remedy for spectrum sharing for the cognitive radio networks can be mainly classified in three aspects,
Architecture Assumption
Spectrum Allocation Behavior
Spectrum Access Technique
The first classification which is based on the architecture is illustrated as follows:
Centralized spectrum sharing
In this technique there exists a central entity that controls the allocation of spectrum and channels. All the
users in the CR network forward their measurements towards the central entity that will make decisions about
the spectrum allocation.
Distributed Spectrum Sharing
Distributed spectrum sharing technique is implemented in the case in which the infrastructure of the
network is not defined. In this scheme each individual user makes decisions about the spectrum and channel
allocation
The next classification based on the spectrum access behavior is described as follows
Cooperative spectrum sharing
The interference measurement made by the individual cognitive users are sharedamong all users [6]. The
information gathered from all the users is used for the allocation of the spectrum. Almost all of the centralized
spectrums sharing techniques are cooperative. Security is the major issue in this technique.
Non-cooperative Spectrum Sharing
In non-cooperative spectrum sharing, the secondary users are making decisions based on local observations.
They do not co-operate with each other and are making decisions independently from others. The advantage of
this approach is that traffic is moderated to a large extent and the channel allocation behavior is also simplified.
Finally, the next technique is based on how the spectrum is accessed
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Overlay spectrum sharing
In this type of sharing, the SUs are accessing the spectrum but with as little interference as possible at the
same time the PUs are accessing it; Ultra Wideband (UWB) technologies follow this kind of spectrum sharing.
Underlay Spectrum Sharing
The spectrum is shared in one of the following three ways: Opportunistic: The spectrum is shared among
the SUs whenever the PUs is not using it. Cooperative: The spectrum is allocated after cooperation with the
PUs. Mixed: The spectrum is accessed in either a cooperative or opportunistic way.
B. Underlay And Overlay Transmission:
Spectrum sharing techniques can be broadly divided into underlay and overlay spectrum sharing based on
the spectrum accessing techniques. Underlay systems use Ultra WideBand (UWB) or spread-spectrum
techniques, such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), to transmit the signal below the noise floor of the
spectrum.
When interference is high among the users, it has been proven that frequency division multiplexing is an
optimal technique. In a spectrum pooling system, a centralized entity can collect information gathered by the
secondary user terminals during the detection cycle and maintain the usage information. The centralized entity is
responsible for making decisions to the secondary users.
One of the most challenging issues of spectrum sharing systems is their successful coexistence in the same
frequency band; that is, an overlay system should not degrade the performance of systems already working in
the target frequency band.
Several approaches have been proposed in suppressing the side lobe levels, such as the deactivation of
subcarriers lying at the borders of an OFDM spectrum, windowing, subcarrier weighting, and insertion of
cancellation carriers (Chieochan, S., et al., 2010).
B.1 Transmission Policy:
Let two CR nodes, A and B wants to communicate with each other be considered. Initially all the CR nodes
carry the information on the control channel and listens to the traffic. Now, CR node A wants to communicate
with CR node B. There is another node C, which is one of the neighboring CR nodes of node A or node B (Fu,
W., et al., 2010).
Figure below depicts the Infrastructure based Cognitive Radio Network, the network elements are as
follows (Hoang, A.T. and Y.-C. Liang, 2008).
Channel Assignment Server
Clients (Secondary users) associated with CR_BS 1
Clients associated with CR_BS 2
Clients associated with CR_BS 3
Primary Users
Home Agent, Primary Base Station(PR_BS), Secondary Base Station(CR_BS), Cognitive Network.
Step 1: Initiate Transmission:
When node A has packets for transmitting to node B, it will first sense the environment in the following
way.
Node A first apprises its channel state table before transmission. During modernize; any free channel could
become busy on the arrival of a PU. In that case, node A resets (available timer is set as packet transmission
duration and that channel is not available anymore for secondary usage) the available timer for that channel in
the channel state table that is being used by the PU. This type of sensing scheme for PU allows seamless
communication for all PUs since they do not send any message on the control channel to inform about the status
of the data channel. CR nodes will not have an idea regarding the connection of the PU for termination, so they
repeatedly reset the available timer for the channel in the state table, to check that the channel is still free or
occupied by the PU as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1: Infrastructure based Cognitive Radio Network
Step 2: Channel Selection:
Node B on receiving Request To Send (RTS) from node A, updates its channel state table in the same
manner as mentioned in step 1. Afterwards B looks for overlapping channels set through available channel lists
between A and B. Overlapping
verlapping channels are the free common
common channels available to both nodes are depicted in
Figure 2.2.

Fig. 2.2: Assignment of channels by Channel Assignment Server (CAS)
Node B then uses the evaluating function to give score to the available common channel. This evaluating
function depends
nds on the least common channel utilization. (Chieochan, S., et al., 2010)
Step 3: Confirm Information:
When B sends the Clear To Send (CTS)
(
packet to A, it broadcast the information to all the neighbors nodes.
After receiving the CTS packets, the neighboring nodes are informed that the specific data channel is to be used
for communication and to not claim for it. Cognitive nodes cooperate with each other which eliminate the
multichannel hidden terminal problem.
problem All neighbor nodes of both A and B are informed about the forthcoming
transmission to keep all CR nodes aware of the surrounding environment so that they will not interrupt during
communication.
ion. At the same time, both nodes update their channel state table
table for channel reservation. The
handshaking phenomenon for the selection of the appropriate data channel is performed on the control channel
and after the selection of the data channel, the control shifts from the control channel to the data channel as
given in Figure 2.3
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Fig. 2.3: Mobility of Secondary Users (SU)
Step 4: Data Transmission:
After successful completion of step 1 to step 3, node A transfers the specified
ed data channel and immediately
starts data transmission. On receiving data successfully from A, node B will send an ACK packet to nodeA as
given in Figure 2.4. Transmission continues until the timer expires.

Fig. 2.4: Primary Users (PU) becoming active in the Network
On expiring of the connection timer, both nodes move back to the control channel from the data channel.
Thus, re-enter
enter to step 1 and whole process is repeated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Performance
erformance of the modified MAC layer (with weak synchronization), modified
modified MAC (with no
synchronization), CSMA-CA
CA (without RTS-CTS)
RTS
and CSMA-CA (with RTS-CTS) was evaluated.
evaluated In both the
flavor MAC protocol, channel usage probability was computed for every SBS such that collision probability
among neighboring SBSs is reduced.
d. The size of the field was chosen 200km * 200km in which SBSs and SUs
were deployed using the data obtained. Each SBS had 20-50
20 50 clients associated with it. Mobility pattern of SUs
and the resulting variation in signal strength values (from the SBS as well
well as the neighboring interfering SBSs)
were simulated using traces. However, some of the packets reaching SUs may not be successfully decodable due
to interference from neighboring SBSs operating on the same channel.To take this into account
acc
in the
simulations, Packet Error Rate (PER)
PER) at SUs was formulated as a function of SINR at SUs and the modulation
used. Communication was only
nly considered from
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Fig. 3.1: Plot of minimum throughput for various MAC algorithms
However,
ver, rate of data request by SBSs was scaled so as to achieve saturation conditions at SBSs. With
synchronization, the chances of collision among neighboring SBSs is reduced and thus throughput is also
increased. Also, by limiting the long term usage probability
probability of channel by SBSs, the collision probability is
further reduced.
When the number of SBSs is small, the CSMA/CA algorithm performs better than RTS/CTS based
algorithms as the throughput loss due to fewer collisions is lower than that due to the overhead
ove
of RTS/CTS
packets as given in Figure 3.1.. However, the sensing based algorithms do not perform as well as modified MAC
protocols due to unnecessary higher overheads of sensing and back offs (Mishra, A., et al.,
., 2006).
2006)
A. Simulation Setup:
If the number of SBSs in the simulation were fewerthan those in the trace, then a random subset of
SBSsfrom the trace was used. However, if the number ofSBSs in the simulation were higher, than the SBSs in
thetrace were randomly duplicated until their count
count wassame as the number of SBSs in the simulation. Since,
thesignal strength values at SUs was generated directly fromthe real trace, therefore it implicitly takes into
account theeffect of channel variations such as fast fading and slowfading. The successfuldecoding
success
of the
packets at SUs was simulated by takinginto account the SINR at SUs.
B. Simulation Results:
Shared Channel Assignment algorithm called Share was implemented for the Secondary Base Stations
(SBS) to maximize the throughput of end users while
w
maintaining fairness among them as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.2
The Minimum Throughput was calculated and graphs were obtained.

Fig. 3.2: Minimum Throughput Vs SBS
The Primary Users were given entry to the Network and the Total System Throughput was obtained (Iridon,
M., et al., 2001) for different algorithm as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: Total System Throughput Vs SBS
Figure 3.4 depicts the throughput analysis with increasing number of channels.
channels

Fig. 3.4: Minimum Throughput Vs Channels
To analyse the fairness at the SU level, variation of latency was observed among the Secondary Users.
Table 1: Analytical description of Latency
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Fig. 3.5: Latency Vs Secondary Users
The latency was computed by taking the difference of the time when the SBS has data for the SU to the
time when the SU received the data correctly. Since, Share explicitly takes into account the fairness of SBSs and
the SUs, it is able to achieve high fairness in terms of latency. The Share algorithm was compared to FFR-A
FFR and
Soft FFR-B
B algorithms and plots were obtained (Chang, R.Y., et al., 2009; Ali, S.H. and V.C.M. Leung, 2009)
2009
as explained in Figure 3.5 & Figure 3.6.
3.6

Fig. 3.6: Minimum Throughput Vs SBS (for 8MHz Bandwidth)
Figure 3.7 specifies the total system throughput which is analyzed at 8MHz

Fig. 3.7: Total System Throughput Vs SBS (for 8MHz Bandwidth)
Algorithm
C. Related Works And Significance Of Share Algorithm:
The problem of channel assignment has been extensively studied before in various domains.
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Various protocols have been proposed for channel assignment for cognitive radio networks. Channel
assignment in multi-radio wireless mesh networks were studied in each node calculates the rank of channels
available to it on the basis of interference and channel utilization. These rankings are then forwarded to the
Channel Assignment Server that assigns channels to nodes in a breadth-first fashion.
The distributed algorithm involves APs bidding for channels in an auction. However, no two neighbors are
assigned the same channel. None of these algorithms allow controlled sharingof channels. Further, these
algorithms do not provide any worst case bounds on performance. Other algorithms only assign at most one
channel per AP or assume that the network has only one AP (Zou, C. and C. Chigan, 2008).
In cellular networks and LTE, the proposed algorithms lead to high level of interference if the cells are not
in a hexagonal fashion. In multi-radio multi-channel networks, the algorithm proposed does not support sharing
of channels among neighbors and at the same time there is lack of clarity in extending it to assign noncontiguous channels to nodes. In wireless networks, the proposed algorithms try avoiding the assignment of
same channels to neighboring Access Points (APs). But on the contrary, Cognitive radio proactively assigns the
same channel to the neighboring APs.
Conclusion:
In this paper, a new paradigm for channel sharing in which neighboring APs can assign the same channel
was implemented. It was proved that if performed carefully, sharing can lead to an increase in both fairness and
total system throughput by more than 47%. Modification was made to the MAC layer protocol to make it
suitable for channel sharing and showed that the resulting controlled channel sharing performs better than the
traditional sensing based MAC algorithms. Share algorithm was proposed for channel assignment. The complete
protocol was able to achieve high fairness, and high network throughput with few channel reconfigurations
through NS-2 based simulations.
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